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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The rapid pace of global digital transformation is driving increasing volumes of
data creation, storage, and usage. This voracious data appetite—resulting from
trends such as cloud computing, the rise of social media and streaming content,
advances in machine learning, growth in internet-connected sensors and devices,
and 5G wireless rollout—has led to surging demand for data centre capacity, which
can only be expected to continue.
Historically, in Europe, the majority of data centre capacity has been built in prime
business and technology centres (focused on Frankfurt, London, Amsterdam, Paris,
and Dublin — the so-called FLAP-D locations). However, this approach is reaching
its limits, particularly due to physical constraints on land, water for cooling and
power availability.
Data centre operators are seeking new approaches to keep up with demand. We
are already starting to see regional “hyperscale” facilities being built outside urban
areas — located where they can take advantage of more abundant and cheaper
land and proximate renewable power. But, while much has been achieved to curb
the voracious power appetite of these facilities, a step change is needed if we are
to continue to power our European digital transformation while at the same time
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meeting goals for net zero emissions. In addition, the next generation of data centres needs to be environmentally sustainable across their entire lifecycle — from
design and construction, through operation, all the way to decommissioning.
As a result, we expect a new breed of regional, environmentally sustainable
“Green Giant” data centres to be at the core of the future European data ecosystem. They will not only absorb much of the future growth in data processing
demand, but will do so entirely powered by clean electricity. At the same time,
they will support, rather than challenge, the regional energy infrastructure, for
example through stimulating additional investment in renewable power and
injecting much-needed flexibility into the local power grids — increasingly valuable
as the proportion of renewables increases overall in Europe. Given their scale, they
could also provide further benefits to the local communities, in terms of economic
growth, training and other social benefits.
To build and operate such a Green Giant takes careful planning, as we will show in
this paper. Sines 4.0©, a new 495MW data centre campus currently being developed in Portugal, is one exemplar of this new breed of Green Giants. It will benefit
from around 1GW of dedicated renewable energy generating capacity and will be
progressively built beginning in 2022 near Lisbon. The location and site—close to a
decommissioned power station with many data and power connection points—will
repurpose several existing and legacy infrastructure assets, enabling the planned
development to deliver hyperscale capacity in a sustainable, secure and resilient
way with extremely low power costs relative to alternatives located in FLAP-D
cities. These lower and more stable power costs translate into a 20–25% lower
overall operating cost vs a FLAP-D equivalent, and it will also provide a range of
additional benefits to the local power system.
It is worth noting that, while Green Giants will provide the lowest-cost and greenest solution for bulk data storage and processing, they will not form the entire
solution to the data challenge. There will always be a need for “edge” data centres
placed closer to urban source of demand to support data and applications that
require extremely low latency. Thus, in the future we expect to see more workload-specific approaches to data processing and storage that match specific user
and application requirements. This will need to be supported by IT infrastructure
strategies that seamlessly integrate multiple data workload locations across core,
edge and endpoints. Given their substantial benefits, Green Giants should be at
the core, meeting Europe’s ever-increasing appetite for data while simultaneously
overcoming the challenges in FLAP-D locations and significantly reducing climate
and other environmental impacts.
The rest of this report details the opportunity for Green Giants in Europe as
follows: Chapter 1 lays out the trends in data, data centres and their challenges;
Chapter 2 describes “Green Giant” data centres and why we need them; Chapter 3
is a case study on Sines 4.0©; Chapter 4 outlines the potential role for Green Giants
in local energy systems; Chapter 5 compares Green Giants with urban data centres
and where each is best suited; and Chapter 6 concludes with why Green Giants are
destined to play such an important role in the European data ecosystem.
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CHAPTER 1
THE CHALLENGE — SUSTAINABLY POWERING EUROPE’S DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
As Europe continues its digital transformation, there are significant challenges to
be met in the near future. The unprecedented growth in data storage, processing
and transmission likely to continue, as will the increase in demand for data centres
to support our voracious appetite for new and expanding digital services. As we
work to address the challenges with the historical ways of building out data centre
capacity—in terms of the environmental impacts of energy and water use and the
availability of land—we must find new ways to meet this demand.

The enormous growth in data volumes is expected to continue
The past two decades have seen unprecedented global digital transformation, fuelled by and fuelling enormous growth in data volumes, which can only be expected
to continue. Several major trends—including cloud computing, increasing use of
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platforms, the rise of social media and Over-The-Top
(OTT) streaming services like Netflix—have contributed to this growth. These trends
have only accelerated due to Covid-19; advances in Artificial Intelligence / Machine
Learning (AI/ML), increasing connection of physical devices and sensors through the
Internet of Things (IoT), Augmented Reality and the availability of 5G services are
expected to drive further growth in the future. The total volume of data created,
captured, copied, and consumed is expected to grow from 2 Zettabytes (ZB) in
2010 to 64ZB in 2020 and 181ZB by 2025 (IDC, 2021), as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Historical and forecast data volume growth
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To support this data growth in Europe, there has been rapid expansion in data centre capacity primarily in FLAP-D markets, but
this is now reaching its limits due to availability of land, power
and water for cooling
We have seen significant investment in worldwide data centre capacity to support
this data demand growth. In Europe, the business centres of Frankfurt, London,
Amsterdam, Paris, and Dublin (FLAP-D) have historically attracted most data
centre1 investment, due to their business importance and desire for companies
to have data centres as close as possible to end users in order to reduce latency.
To give a sense of scale, at the beginning of 2021, it was estimated that there
is around 2,000MW2 of colocation and managed service3 data centre supply in
FLAP-D markets (CBRE, 2021) (JLL, 2020), with additional capacity as part of
enterprises and from cloud providers.

Table 1: Main current types of data centres

1Data

centres store, process and disseminate data and applications for end users. They are facilities that house large numbers of
high-performance computers, as well as networking equipment and communications links, and allow computing to be performed at
scale and with efficiency. They may be built, owned, and operated by the user, or various service providers
2
Data centre capacity is commonly referred to in power terms — the energy supply to power the servers and other networking equipment within a data centre in megawatts (MW)
3
See Table 1 for a description of the main current types of data centres today; largely distinguished by differences in the development, ownership and operation of the building & facilities and IT equipment
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However, there are now increasing and significant site selection constraints on
several FLAP-D markets, which are causing data centre operators to seek alternative locations for their data centres (see Table 2). Limited land availability and
high costs are creating challenges for data centre operators to secure sites to
expand. Data centres consume large amounts of electricity to power their servers
and cooling. The availability of uninterrupted, affordable, and scalable power via
urban grid connections is becoming increasingly challenging, given that many
grids were not designed to support such concentrated, power-hungry applications.
Operators are also finding it difficult to secure enough qualified staff, given competition with other technology or it related jobs in major urban centres.

Table 2: Typical data centre site selection factors and current challenges in FLAP-D markets
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We are seeing an increasing desire for hyperscale data centres
While there is no strict definition of “hyperscale” data centres, the term is typically
associated with the cloud data centres operated by organisations such as Amazon, Microsoft, Google, Facebook, Apple, Alibaba, Tencent, Baidu, IBM and Oracle.
These hyperscale data centres today are typically very large in size—in terms of
number of servers (>5,000), power requirements (>50MW) and physical space
(>10,000 square feet) (BMC, 2018)—and are based on architectures designed for
scalability and energy efficient operating versus smaller data centres. For example, most traditional enterprise data centres commonly report an average Power
Usage Effectiveness (PUE)4 between ~1.7–1.8 while Google hyperscale data
centres report a PUE of ~1.1 (Data Center Frontier, 2019) (Google, 2021).
As of today, there are a total of 595 hyperscale data centres globally, out of a
total of >6,100 data centres, of which approximately 20% (116) are in Europe
with the bulk of the remainder in North America (43%) and APAC (32%) (Synergy Research, 2021). Hyperscale data centres now account for around 50% of all
installed servers, up from 21% in 2015 (PWC, 2021), with most new data centre
demand expected for these types of sites (CBRE, 2021) (JLL, 2020). Thus, the
number of hyperscale data centres is expected to grow at 7.2% CAGR to around
780 by 2024 (Synergy Research, 2021). To support this, European hyperscale
cloud investment is expected to grow from €8.7B per year in 2019 to €50B by
2024 (Cushman & Wakefield, 2020).

Many of the hyperscale data centres of the future are likely to be
located outside of urban areas, taking advantage of a shift to using
“Edge + Core” approaches to data workloads
Given the enormous need for new data centre capacity and the increasing constraints in urban areas in terms of access to space, power and other resources,
data centre operators are increasingly looking for options outside of the traditional FLAP-D markets (Data Center Frontier, 2019) (Cushman & Wakefield, 2020)
(Hagaseth, 2020). These solutions take several forms, including expanding to
additional cities and taking advantage of “Edge + Core” architecture to shift less
time- and latency-sensitive workloads to locations further away from urban areas
(see Table 3 for a description of the different locations for data generation, processing and storage today).
We expect to see an accelerating shift to the latter approach, where very timeand latency-sensitive data processing and storage is being done closer to end
users in smaller “Edge” data centres and less time-sensitive work being done in
the “Core” data centres, to take advantage of scale efficiencies, without sacrificing overall end-user performance (see Figure 2) (IDC, 2018).
These larger—typically hyperscale—Core data centres are already increasingly
being located outside of major urban areas, where they can take advantage of
cheaper land, have access to strong connectivity and source renewable power
more easily.

4Power

Usage Efficiency (PUE) is defined as the power entering the facility divided by the power used to support the IT load. A PUE
of 1.0 is considered “perfect” efficiency
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Table 3: Locations where data is generated, processed, and stored
today

Figure 2: The shifts in data creation and storage locations over time
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Data centres must move beyond energy efficiency to become
holistically environmentally sustainable5
Data centres are intensive resource users, in their construction and particularly
in operation. They may already account for up to 200 TWh of electricity per year
globally, or ~1% of total electricity demand (IEA, 2020), and generate around 0.3%
of the world’s carbon emissions (Jones, 2018). For an individual data centre, power
may represent 30–50% of operating costs, with cooling being the major power
consumer at 35–40% (DatacenterDynamics, 2020) (Matteo Manganelli, 2021).
In recent years, data centre operators have made impressive energy efficiency
gains, which have meant that total data centre energy consumption has stayed
relatively flat—contrary to predictions of soaring power demands that were
common a decade ago—while overall workloads have increased over seven times
(see Figure 3) (IEA, 2020). This has been achieved through improved efficiency
of IT equipment and data centre facilities (e.g., chip design, power infrastructure,
cooling systems), largely led by the hyperscale cloud data centre operators like
Amazon, Google, and Microsoft (Data Center Frontier, 2021).

Figure 3: Global data centre energy usage versus workloads and
internet traffic

5Here

we focus on Environmental Sustainability over the lifecycle of the data centre. We are not looking here at the Social and Governance elements required for a comprehensive ESG evaluation.
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Many of the largest data centre operators have pushed further, aiming to use mostly renewable power6 for their data centres — the hyperscale operators are leading
the way, followed by the larger colocation data centre operators and managed service providers (Data Center Frontier, 2021), making them some of the largest corporate purchasers of renewable energy in the world (IEA, 2020). However, this is far
from universal among data centre operators. Also, even though operators may cover
100% of their annual energy demand via renewable Power Purchase Agreements
(PPAs) or Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs), this does not mean that they are
using renewable power at all times of the day, every day of the year. Furthermore,
meeting operating power demand with renewables is not sufficient for data centres
to be considered fully sustainable over their entire lifecycle (see Figure 4).
Customers are pressuring data centre operators to do more and are increasingly
wanting contractually binding commitments to efficiency and sustainability. In a
recent survey, 30% of customers wanted demanding and contractually binding efficiency and sustainability commitments, with a further 44% expecting at least some
efficiency and sustainability commitments in their contracts (Data Center Frontier,
2021). Google, for example, is expecting suppliers to work with them to achieve
their goal of 24/7 carbon-free energy by 2030 (Google, 2020). European regulators
are also considering binding environmental targets for data centre operators, particularly around carbon emissions.

Figure 4: A potential framework for considering data centre environmental sustainability

6Renewable

power, here and through the rest of the paper, most commonly means wind and solar power, and it may also include geothermal and hydropower. This is distinct from other measures like “carbon-free energy” that Google has uses, which may also include
nuclear power and, in certain circumstances, biomass (Google, 2021).
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CHAPTER 2
WHAT ARE “GREEN GIANTS” AND WHY WE
WILL NEED THEM
As demands for environmental sustainability becomes more widespread and more
challenging, the approach to building hyperscale data centres needs to change.
We will need a new breed of “Green Giant” data centres that have sustainability
built into their site selection and embedded across their lifecycle.

European data centre operators must now focus on developing
“Green Giants”
As a vision for the future, the next generation of hyperscale data centres will be
“Green Giants” that deliver Tier 3–4 data centre requirements sustainably over
their lifecycle, as in Figure 4. They will achieve this by:
Being sufficiently large (>100MW) to generate economies of scale across
multi ple elements and justify the investments to deliver the required services levels in an environmentally sustainable way
Being located outside urban centres, at sites with appropriate characteristics as in Table 2, and with substantial expansion potential
Being in regions with potential for large scale, low cost renewable power
(preferably of two or more different types, to reduce supply variability and
improve resilience), and with meaningful proportion of direct/private wire
connection to the site—either onsite or nearby—to lock in low-cost power
prices
Being located within an electricity market with sufficient renewable power
to supplement local supply and enable 24/7, hour-by-hour matching with
workloads
Securing additional renewable power for the region through direct investment or by stimulating investment (e.g., through long-term PPAs), to avoid
displacing other renewable energy users
Providing power resilience through zero-carbon power storage (e.g., batteries, hydrogen, compressed air, liquefied air storage, pumped hydro), avoiding the need for diesel generators
Being close to key nodes of national power grid, allowing easy access to
grid capacity and higher reliability of supply
Deeply integrating into the regional energy ecosystem, and using their
scale to provide ancillary services (e.g., reserve sharing, grid balancing) and/
or monetise excess heat output (e.g., sharing with industrial customers)
Employing or reusing existing infrastructure—including facilities, energy,
cooling—and natural site features, such as a cool/cold climate
Being designed and operating in a way that optimises resource use effectivness and sustainability across land, network, power, and water
Being designed and built for environmental circularity from the outset
These characteristics are also included in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: A checklist for potential Green Giant data centres

Sources: Liebreich Associates

Building and operating a Green Giant is particularly challenging, and few have/will
achieve it in the near future. Green Giants will be an important part of the global
solution to sustainably meeting the data growth challenge. And, while Europe has
historically lagged behind North America in building hyperscale data centres, it
now has an opportunity to ensure the next generation are Green Giants. Indeed,
there are several European data centres that appear to be heading in the right
direction7:
Apple: Viborg (Denmark)
Facebook: Odense (Denmark), Clonee (Ireland), and Luleå (Sweden)
Google: St Ghislain (Belgium), Hamina (Finland), Dublin (Ireland) and Eemshaven (Netherlands)
Vantage Data Centers: Newport (Wales)
Sines 4.0© (see case study below)
In each case, they have taken care to consider sustainability through all stages
of construction, development, operation, upgrading and decommissioning. They
are built in a way that is modular and expandable and have 100% of their total
7The

largest known Colocation, Managed Service and Cloud data centres in Europe >50MW were considered against the vision
criteria for Green Giants based on available external information. Therefore, this list may not be comprehensive and/or may overstate
their sustainability credentials
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power usage covered by installed/purchased renewable power—although they are
not yet matching usage on an hour-by-hour basis—and seek to maximise energy
efficiency during operation. Several of them repurpose existing infrastructure
and provide excess heat back to the local communities and are supporting additional renewable energy investment through long-term PPAs with regional power
companies. Obviously, owning and operating the data centre can make it easier to
build a Green Giant, but this cannot limit us in future.

Lifecycle environmental considerations for all data centres
All aspects of data centre environmental performance must be considered across
the full lifecycle of the facility. As previously mentioned, the historic focus has
been on energy efficiency and, latterly, renewable energy mix. However, this
is not sufficient if we consider the enormous growth in data centres expected,
against the backdrop of increasing importance and customer pressure for sustainability.
Truly sustainable infrastructure is “planned, designed, constructed, operated, and
decommissioned in a manner to ensure … environmental (including climate resilience) … sustainability over the entire lifecycle” (IDB, 2018). It integrates, restores,
and preserves the natural environment, including biodiversity and ecosystems,
supports the sustainable and efficient use of natural resources (energy, water,
and materials) and limits all types of pollution.
In shifting to this lifecycle view, we must consider the pros and cons of choices
regarding all elements in the data centres’ construction, operation, and decommissioning as in Figure 4.
The design and construction phase plays the decisive role in deciding the operational efficiency and ability to upgrade and decommission data centres effectively. This has been demonstrated by the hyperscale data centre operators, particularly in the US, where companies like Facebook have rethought every element of
the data centre design for operational efficiency and upgrading/decommissioning
at their newer data centre facilities (Facebook, 2021).
In the design and construction phase, sustainability requires early collaboration
between teams (e.g., Design, Technology, Sustainability, Operations, Procurement
and Finance) to minimise the environmental impact of construction and create
data centres with lower operational impact. For example, Design and IT Architecture collaboration is essential in seeking to integrate cleaner technologies into
the building and facilities for IT equipment power and cooling systems. We must
also consider waste stream accountability and the ability to re-use or recycle materials over the entire lifecycle. Data centres that are designed for peak environmental sustainability seek lower total energy consumption, improved task efficiency, to always use renewable power, recycle waste heat, minimise water usage
and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and avoid the use of hazardous materials.
During operation, it is essential to monitor and manage the operation to deliver
the required service levels in a way that optimises resource use effectiveness
across land, network, power, and water. This must go beyond the most common
measures of data centre effectiveness (power- and water usage effectiveness)
and consider whether the land is being efficiently and sustainably used and
preserved as well as whether the network and communications infrastructure is
fit for purpose and scale. They will also seek to match all workloads to renewable
power on an hour-by-hour basis, achieving net zero emissions during operation,
and work with partners to decarbonise the full supply chain.
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CHAPTER 3
A GREEN GIANT CASE STUDY — SINES 4.0©
To further illustrate what we mean by a Green Giant data centre, we consider the
case study of Sines 4.0©, which will be progressively developed in Portugal over
the next six years.

start campus is developing a data centre for hyperscale in Sines,
Portugal, with up to 495MW of capacity
Taking over a site neighbouring a decommissioned coal-fired power station at
Sines, near Lisbon in Portugal, start campus and its backers8 are taking advantage
of the existing infrastructure and strategic location to develop a secure, 100%
green and low-cost powered shell campus—Sines 4.0©—designed for hyperscale.
With initial capacity planned beginning in early 2023, and expansion up to 495MW
capacity by 2028, Sines 4.0© will be one of the largest data centre facilities in
Europe.

Sines 4.0© will be a Green Giant and overcome many of the challenges faced in FLAP-D locations
Considering the typical data centre site selection criteria (Table 2), lifecycle
environmental sustainability framework (Figure 4) and Green Giant characteristics
(Figure 5), we can see how Sines 4.0© will achieve this:
Location (land and surroundings): Sines is a regional town in an easily accessible location, being less than 1.5 hours from Lisbon, in a politically and
climatically stable part of Europe. It is rarely subject to extreme weather
and, given its mild climate, is resilient to natural events. Portugal is considered a very stable and safe country in southwestern Europe. The land
is relatively inexpensive, compared with major European cities, and it also
has significant potential for further expansion, given the site today and the
surrounding available land.
Facilities and water: Taking over an existing site provides immediate advantages. Much of the existing infrastructure can be repurposed, making it
more sustainable from the outset. For example, using the legacy seawater
cooling infrastructure from an adjacent LNG storage facility and the decommissioned coal-fired power plant means that new cooling systems do not
need to be built. This natural form of cooling helps reduce the engineering
PUE of the project to below 1.2. The further site development to Tier 3–4
hyperscale requirement levels is being done with sustainable materials in a
modular way — each of the planned eight buildings can be built and operated independently, with its own backup power supply, cooling systems and
connectivity.
Power: The available power to the site will be 100% renewable, and some
of the lowest cost power in Europe. Up to 1GW of solar PV is being developed on adjacent, owned land, delivered via private wire (60kV), locking in
low-cost power (€ cents 3.0–4.0/kWh) over the data centre’s life. Additional

8start

campus is backed by Davidson Kempner Capital Management, a global institutional investment management firm with over
$38 billion in assets under management, as well as Pioneer Point Partners, a pan-European sustainable infrastructure fund focused
on energy, environment, water and green data centres.
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power requirements will be through green PPAs (delivered from the grid at
400kV), with gensets and batteries to provide resilience. There is also the
potential to use excess heat and power from the site in the local industrial
community.
Connectivity: The site is well connected to Europe and the rest of the
world through fast, fibreoptic connections. Subsea cables landing in Sines
and Lisbon provide connectivity to North America, LatAm, Africa, Middle
East and Asia with more developments planned soon. Existing dark fibreoptic cable networks provide connections to Europe, with low latency.
Skilled labour: The team will create up to 700–1,200 jobs during ongoing
operation. Many of these are expected to be filled by locals, through training programs to be developed with the local community.
Local stakeholders: Both the local and regional Governments and communities are supportive of the project, with it already having confirmed status
as a Project of National Interest (PIN).
These characteristics are also detailed in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
It is worth noting that the overall sustainability will be influenced by how the
clients select and operate any equipment and infrastructure themselves at the
site. However, the Sines 4.0© team expects to work closely with them to optimise
things like matching workloads to renewable power and decarbonising the broader supply chain.

Figure 6: Sines 4.0© data centre site and location
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Figure 7: Sines 4.0© site elements and value proposition

CHAPTER 4
GREEN GIANTS’ ADDITIONAL BENEFITS TO
LOCAL ENERGY ECOSYSTEMS
In addition to delivering massive computing workloads in an environmentally sustainable way and supporting the local communities through investment and jobs,
Green Giants can make meaningful contributions to their local energy systems,
supporting the broader transition to clean energy.

Stimulating additional renewable power investment in the region
While the unit costs of installing renewable power generation capacity have fallen
rapidly, substantial capital outlays are still required. Green Giants can help support
adding new renewable power to a region in several ways, many of which are enabled by their scale. They can directly invest to build their own renewable power
capacity (e.g., building solar PV and/or wind turbine installations on their own
land or in proximity), or enter into long-term agreements with third parties, which
makes those parties’ projects more bankable and stimulates more investment.
These agreements can take many forms—including leases or Power Purchase
Agreements of varying sorts (PPAs)—and the size and duration of the commitment
helps generate the impetus to stimulate project development (RE-Source, 2020).
We have seen this with several hyperscale players in Europe already, via their
18
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renewable PPA commitments delivering firm additional renewable generation. Importantly, the additional renewable power capacity is often more than required to
serve the Green Giant and will therefore add net renewable power to the region.

The transition to more renewable power increases the demand
for flexibility in energy systems
As previously mentioned, introducing significant levels of renewable power like
solar PV and wind—common types of Variable Renewable Energy (VRE)—into energy grids causes issues due to their variability and uncertainty. In the transition to
more renewable energy usage across Europe more system flexibility will undoubtedly be required, and providers of system flexibility will therefore be remunerated.
System flexibility can take several forms, including (NREL, 2015):
System operating procedures and practices e.g., shifting to real-time forecasting
Operational coordination between balancing areas e.g., reserve sharing, coordinated schedules and/or consolidated operations
Demand response i.e., using price signals to shift demand in IT/other workloads,
smart charging of electric vehicles and so on
Storage, using batteries, pumped hydro, compressed or liquid air, hydrogen or
other means
At VRE levels above around 30% of total supply, flexible demand and storage
become particularly important (NREL, 2015). Europe is edging close to 20% on average, with several countries already over 20% (Spain, UK, and Germany) and 30%
(Ireland, Denmark and Portugal), respectively (IEA, 2020) (IEA, 2021). And these
levels are expected to continue increasing as investment in renewable energy
continues, use of traditional thermal generation (e.g., coal, oil) declines and nuclear power plants are shut, in some case before the end of their potential useful
lifetimes (BNEF, 2021). Therefore, today and in future, there will be a substantial
need for ways to provide more energy system flexibility.

Green Giants can provide flexibility to the local energy ecosystem
Given their scale and investments they drive in infrastructure (e.g., renewable
generation, storage, physical infrastructure), IT and operating/control systems,
Green Giants will be able to provide meaningful flexibility into the local energy
ecosystem. On the demand side, they could shift their workloads to match the
availability of renewable power in the local area. They can do this by, for example,
shifting non-time-sensitive workloads to times when there is lower power demand
from others and high renewable power availability, or by shifting workloads to
other data centres where there is excess renewable capacity (if they operate multiple data centres). Assuming they have significant power storage onsite and are
drawing some renewable power from grid-connected sources, they could also use
storage to power their sites in periods of lower renewable power availability. This
would enable others to use the grid renewable power. On the supply side, they
could use their power storage for grid balancing and reserve sharing, reducing the
overall need for storage across the local energy system.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPARING “GREEN GIANTS” WITH
URBAN DATA CENTRES

As we consider two common types of large data centres expected in the future
data ecosystem—Green Giants and Urban Data Centres—it is worth exploring some
of the major differences between them and how this influences how we may use
them.

Green Giants typically win on land, power and sustainability, but
lose on latency
Comparing data centres is notoriously difficult — each data centre has its own
specific requirements and build characteristics, and no two centres are identical.
Furthermore, there are significant differences between whether you are running
your own data centre versus using a colocation setup. However, we can consider
a hypothetical situation for the sake of comparison: the same data centre either
in an urban location like Paris or in a Green Giant like Sines 4.0© — with the same
requirements and build, data traffic patterns and predominantly serving demand
from Paris. Where would it make sense to build, and why?
From this hypothetical example, we expect the main areas of difference are in
land, power, and connectivity (see Figure 8) and overall sustainability. In general,
Green Giants have less competition in accessing key resources when compared
to urban data centres, which compete against office, commercial and residential
uses. Specifically, we would expect the Green Giants to be built where land is
more easily available and at lower cost per square foot than their urban counterparts. That is certainly the case in the USA, and we are seeing similar trends in
Europe (JLL, 2020). In terms of connectivity, we would typically expect there to
be more connections available in urban areas. However, this is very site specific,
and it may also be the case that there are bandwidth constraints in cities. Regional hyperscale data centres often setup their own connectivity, but typically bear
the costs of doing so. We would also expect that traffic to local recipients—in this
case in Paris—would be faster from the local data centre vs the regional one. When
it comes to power, we see the main differences in the cost, access to power grid
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and availability of nearby renewables with Green Giants — something not generally possible in urban areas. Given the potential for greater flexibility in site and
facility design, with the combination of these factors—such as more direct access
to renewables and ability to design a site from scratch—we would also expect the
potential for greater overall Green Giant sustainability.

Figure 8: Comparing similar hypothetical data centres at different
locations

These differences can clearly have significant impacts on overall costs. Noting the
aforementioned comparability challenges, if we focus on the specific component
of power, we can see from Figure 9 that Sines 4.0© will have significantly lower
power costs than an “average” FLAP-D location (JLL, 2020). Given that power costs
are commonly 30–50% of cloud data centre operating costs, even if we consider the low-end of this range, operating with Sines-level power costs vs FLAP-D
averages would reduce the overall operating costs by 20–25% versus the urban
FLAP-D equivalent. It is also worth noting that the power costs can also end up
being more stable over time — as Green Giants will source the bulk of their power
through renewables, the nature of these investments and/or PPAs lock in power
costs over a long period. This additional value can be significant, given volatility in
European (thermal generation) power prices.
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Figure 9: Power costs of Sines 4.0© versus FLAP-D markets

Taken together, these differences between Green Giants and urban data centres
make them better suited to certain types of workloads.
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CHAPTER 6
BUILDING THE FUTURE EUROPEAN DATA
ECOSYSTEM USING GREEN GIANTS
As we explained throughout the paper, we expect there will be strong demand for
Green Giants, and that they will deliver significant benefits to the European data
ecosystem.
Delivering against the massive demand for data in an environmentally sustainable way will require a unified approach across data workload locations, with the
potential for Green Giants to be at the core. By 2025, Gartner expects that 85%
of IT infrastructure strategies will integrate multiple data workload locations
(On-premises, Colocation, Cloud, and Edge delivery options), compared with 20% in
2020 (Gartner, 2020). Data centre operators should take the best of what Green
Giants can offer—efficiency, sustainability, resilience, lower cost, benefits to their
broader ecosystem etc—and integrate this into an overarching IT strategy focused
on positioning workloads where they are most appropriate. This approach must
take into consideration the specific application/data requirements for compliance,
data protection, security, latency, resiliency, service continuity, location, availability, and performance to determine where best to undertake the work. For example,
applications that require extremely low latency will remain based in Edge data
centres located in urban areas closer to users, and other workloads can be shifted
to Green Giants.
Moving to this workload-specific approach will likely require shifts in infrastructure, mindset, skills and technology, to ensure that the user and business outcomes are delivered in a seamless way. Managing interconnection between the
various sites where workloads may be occurring—Endpoints, Edge, or Core Green
Giant data centres—will be ever more important.
In conclusion, meeting Europe’s ever-increasing appetite for data while simultaneously eliminating climate and other environmental impacts is certain to require
the creation of a network of regional, environmentally sustainable, Green Giant
data centres in Europe.
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